
Atmospheric River to bring precipitation to the U.S. West Coast

• A strong low-pressure system associated with an upper-level shortwave trough will impact much of the US West 

Coast today through Thursday, with the development of an atmospheric river over Northern California

• After the initial AR, a second low-pressure system will develop offshore and travel down the coast, bringing 

another round of precipitation to the region Friday into Sunday. 

• There is considerable model disagreement between the GFS and ECMWF, with the ECMWF forecasting more 

intense AR2 conditions along the coast of California during AR landfall

• The National Weather Service Weather Prediction Center is forecasting up to 7 inches of precipitation  for 

mountainous regions along the border of Oregon and California during this event, with a marginal risk for 

excessive rainfall along the coast

• Rivers are expected to rise in Southern Oregon and Northern California during this storm, but are not forecast to 

exceed flood stage as a result of this event

• Cold air associated with the upper-level trough moving into the area will lead to lower freezing levels in the region

• National Weather Service forecast offices across the western U.S. have begun issuing public guidance for this 

storm, including winter storm watches and warnings in advance of snowfall totals in exceeding 24 inches for some 

locations at higher elevations

CW3E Atmospheric River Outlook: 29 November 2022



AR Outlook: 29 November 2022

GFS IVT and SLP Forecasts

• A strong low-pressure system (L) associated with an upper-level shortwave trough will impact much of the US West Coast today through 

Thursday (Figure A)

• As time progresses, the upper-level trough is forecast to interact with a region of subtropical moisture, leading to the development of an 

AR over Northern California (Figure B)

• While the AR begins to dissipate over Southern California, a second low-pressure system is forecast to enter the region on Friday, 

bringing another round of precipitation (Figure C)

(A) Valid: 10 PM PT 29 Nov (F-30) (B) Valid: 4 AM PT 1 Dec (F-60) (C) Valid: 4 PM PT 2 Dec (F-96)
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Model IVT Comparison: Valid 4 PM PT 1 Dec

• The 00Z deterministic GFS and ECMWF models are showing large differences in the forecast intensity and orientation of the AR over 

California on 1 Dec

• Compared to the GFS, the ECMWF is forecasting much higher IVT values over coastal California and the Sacramento Valley

• In addition, the orientation of the moisture transport is more southerly in the ECMWF model

• These differences are contributing to differences in forecast precipitation, especially over Northern California

GFS ECMWF Difference (ECMWF − GFS)

ECMWF HigherGFS Higher



Probability of AR Conditions Along Coast (GEFS)

CW3E AR Outlook: 29 November 2022

• The 00Z GEFS is showing high confidence (> 95%) in a period of AR conditions (IVT > 250 kg m-1 s-1) along the coast of Oregon 

into Northern California on 30 November in association with the initial low-pressure system

• Model confidence is slightly lower (75-85%) along the coast of Central and Southern California between 1–2 December at the AR 

develops and makes landfall

• Although many coastal locations will experience IVT > 250 kg m-1 s-1, many GEFS members do not meet the 24-hour duration 

criteria of the Ralph et al. (2019) AR Scale to classify as an AR

AR Scale



Probability of AR Conditions Along Coast (ECMWF EPS)

CW3E AR Outlook: 29 November 2022

• The 00Z ECMWF EPS is showing high confidence (> 95%) in a period of AR conditions (IVT > 250 kg m-1 s-1) along coastal Oregon 

on 30 November, with a secondary region of high confidence over California between 1–2 December

• The maximum AR Scale forecast shows a broad area of coastal California with AR1 conditions forecast and localized locations of 

AR2 conditions in central California

AR Scale



AR Scale and IVT Forecast: ECMWF Ensemble vs GFS Ensemble

CW3E AR Outlook: 29 November 2022

• The 00 Z ECMWF EPS control run is 

forecasting an AR 2 at 36.5N 122.0 W 

(Monterrey, CA) in association with this AR

• 42/51 (82%) ECMWF ensemble members are 

forecasting at least AR 1 conditions, with 25/51 

(49%) forecasting an AR 2

• 16/31 (52%) GEFS ensemble members are 

forecasting at least AR 1 conditions, with 5/31 

(16%) forecasting an AR 2 

• The ECWMF ensemble is forecasting a longer, 

more intense period of AR conditions 

compared to the GFS ensemble

• Uncertainty in the forecast for this event within 

each ensemble is shown by the large spread in 

IVT magnitude during the later portions of the 

AR
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Weather Prediction Center – QPF 

• Precipitation on 30 November–1 December will 

primarily fall in the Coast Ranges of Oregon and 

California and in the southern Cascades (Figure A)

• The AR period between 1–3 December will bring 

precipitation to the coastal ranges of California and 

the Sierras, primarily in the form of snowfall in the 

higher elevations (Figure A)

• The second low pressure system will produce 

precipitation in the coastal regions of Oregon and 

Northern California, with storm totals during this 

period between 2-3 inches in the mountains (Figure 

B)

• The WPC 5-day QPF total exceeds 7 inches for 

portions of Oregon and Northern California

A B
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Watershed Precipitation Forecasts (Russian River Highlighted Below)

• The 00Z deterministic ECMWF is forecasting higher precipitation totals in watersheds along the Coast Ranges of Northern California, with 

the ECWMF forecasting almost double the rainfall during this AR

• The two distinct storms are visible in the precipitation time series for the Russian River Watershed, with an initial period of precipitation 

associated with the AR followed by the second low-pressure system which will bring another round of precipitation to the region
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WPC Excessive Rain Outlook and CNRFC Streamflow Forecast

• The NWS WPC has forecast a marginal risk of excessive rainfall for a narrow region along the U.S. West Coast in association with 

the AR, highlighting the potential for orographically enhanced rain

• Both the California-Nevada and Northwest River Forecast Centers are forecasting significant rises for rivers in Northern California 

and Oregon, although these river levels are forecast to stay well below any action stages during this event

Northern CaliforniaSouthern Oregon
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Freezing Level and Snow Forecasts

• Cold air associated with an upper-level trough moving down the coast will cause freezing levels in the Sierras and Northern 

CA to fall dramatically during the initial AR

• Significant snowfall is likely in the higher terrain of the Sierra Nevada, Klamath Mountains, and Cascades as well as the 

Sawtooth Range in Idaho

• Freezing levels are forecast to drop below 3,000 feet as the core of AR conditions moves through Central California 

WPC 48-h Probability of Snowfall >=12 inches

Valid 4 AM PT 30 Nov to 02 DecNorth Fork Feather
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• National Weather Service offices across the western U.S. have 

begun issuing public guidance well ahead of this impactful winter 

storm

• NWS Medford highlighted snowfall totals up to 24 inches in the 

Klamath Mountains along the border of Oregon and California

• NWS Sacramento has forecast snowfall totals exceeding 36 inches 

over the northern Sierras, also highlighting the low freezing levels 

which accompany this storm

• NWS Hanford has forecast snowfall totals exceeding 12 inches for 

areas in the southern Sierras in association with this AR event


